
C H R I S  B R A Y  P H O T O G R A P H Y

Namibia & 
Botswana



The ultimate southern African safari - 
from the sweeping, desiccated deserts of 
Namibia to the lush wetlands of Botswana’s 
Okavango Delta, we’ll fly you between 
small, luxury tented safari camps in private 
game reserves to maximise your time and 
comfort in seeking out the best exclusive 
opportunities to photograph the vast array 
of wildlife, culture and landscapes. With day 
and night game drives, boat rides, a hot air 
balloon flight over the Sossusvlei desert in 
Namibia, hides looking over waterholes and 
even a doors-off helicopter flight over the 
Delta, you’ll have every angle covered on this 
incredibly diverse itinerary.

Please check the website for up to date
information on price, hosts, dates and
inclusions. 

Highlights

• Enjoy the huge diversity of habitats as we journey through the 
desert dunes of Namibia to the vast wetlands of Botswana’s 
Okavango Delta.

• Hot air balloon flight over the Sossusvlei desert in Namibia for 
aerial shots of the huge red and pink dunes, granite mountains and 
yellow and black plains where Oryx antelope roam. 

• Stay in the finest, small-group luxury tented safari camps in the 
secluded and often-private game reserves – a truly exclusive safari 
experience without the crowds.

• Don’t waste time driving between the safari lodges - we’ll fly you to 
maximise your time experiencing each location on our safari drives.

• Photograph from a combination of 4WD, exclusive boats, hides 
next to waterholes and on foot as we explore these regions.

• Doors-off helicopter flight over the Okavango Delta spotting wildlife.
• Visiting the nomadic Himba people in the remote regions of 

Namibia.

The ultimate southern African safari
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NAMIBIA & BOTSWANA

https://chrisbrayphotography.com/tours/namibia_botswana.php


Want to brush up on your photography skills before we go? 

The fastest way to get off ‘Auto’ and unlock the creative potential of your camera.

http://www.chrisbrayphotography.com/courses/

Online photography course videos
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This afternoon we’ll take a one-hour flight from Windhoek airport to 

Sossusvlei, where we’ll transfer to the luxury Little Kulala lodge. Sossusvlei 

is home to those iconic red sand dunes of the Namib desert.  The clear 

blue skies contrast beautifully with the giant red dunes making this one 

of the natural wonders of Africa and a photographer’s dream. We’ll 

spend two nights at the little Kulala retreat where each of the 11 climate-

controlled thatched “kulalas” even has their own plunge pool! Heaven! 

Over the next two days we’ll visit the world-famous Sossusvlei, Deadvlei 

and the red dunes. The Sossusvlei is an enormous clay pan, flanked by 

the famous sand dunes that flush red in the early morning. Close to the 

Sossusvlei pan is Dead Vlei, another famous pan where water once flowed 

but now all that remains are the skeletons of trees reaching dramatically 

up from the cracked earth. On our landscape travels we’ll also come 

across wildlife potentially including springbok, oryx, ostrich, hyena, bat-

eared fox and aardwolf. For keen birders, this sandy expanse is also the 

only place on Earth where you can find the rare duen lark.

One of our two mornings here we’ll also take you up for an incredible 

birds-eye view over this unique and ancient Namib Desert landscape 

in a hot air balloon! An unforgettable and beautiful experience, a 1hr 

sunrise balloon flight over Sossusvlei is the ultimate treat, complete with a 

Champagne breakfast waiting for us when we land!

ITINERARY
Day 1 & 2: Windhoek Airport to Sossusvlei

Day 3 & 4: Kaokoveld 

Mid-morning we’ll fly North across amazingly diverse landscapes right up to 

Kaokoveld, a dry, mountainous and relatively undeveloped region of Namibia. 

We’ll be staying 2 nights in the beautifully intimate and peaceful Okahirongo 

Lodge, situated in the heart of the Kaokoland Mountains in the Marienfluss 

Valley of north-western Namibia, on the banks of the Kunene River and 

border with Angola. Perfectly located in the rocky terrain, it overlooks the 

Otupambua Rapids, with stunning views of spectacular landscapes, dotted 

with elegant palm trees.

  

The main highlight at Okahirongo River Lodge is  visiting a Himba village 

where their traditional, ethnic individuality and pastoral mode of life is 

maintained despite the influence of the modern world. Each village is 

comprised of several families who live in wooden huts covered in earth and 

dung. The camp also offers game and scenic drives to the nearby mountains 

and a boat cruise with great birding and crocodile viewing opportunities.

This morning we’ll fly to the famous Etosha National Park - an ancient 

lakebed where a natural spring draws a huge variety of wildlife including 

elephant, black and white rhino, lion, leopard, cheetah, giraffe, zebra, 

wildebeest, hartebeest, springbok, oryx, kudu and more to its life-sustaining 

waterholes. More than 340 bird species have been recorded here too, 

including ostriches, raptors and lilac-breasted rollers. Paradise!

We’re spending two incredible nights at the Ongava Lodge, situated on 

an exclusive, private game reserve adjoining Etosha that offers luxury 

accommodation in 14 rock-and-thatch en-suite chalets. There are impressive 

views over the camp’s waterhole from the main lounge, dining areas and 

pool. As well as morning and afternoon game drives in the Etosha National 

Park and the Ongava Private Reserve, there is a camp hide where you can 

wait patiently to photograph rhino, zebra, giraffe and more as they make 

their way down to the popular waterhole right beside camp!

Day 5 & 6: Etosha National Park 
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http://wetu.com/iBrochure/en/Home/11298_1519/Little_Kulala
http://www.okahirongolodge.com
http://www.okahirongolodge.com
http://wetu.com/iBrochure/en/Launch/11298_8002/Ongava_Lodge/Landing


Today we fly across the border from Namibia to Botswana and into one of Africa’s most amazing locations – the Okavango Delta - a wilderness and wildlife 

spectacle you have to see to believe. Unique as one of the world’s few inland deltas, the annually flooding waters here sustain a lush environment supporting 

innumerable wildlife and bird species.  Here we’ll be enjoying the solitude of the riverside Kwetsani Lodge for 3 nights, where luxury tree-house chalets are 

nestled into the verdant vegetation beside the water. Over the next two days we’ll have the opportunity to photograph the abundant wildlife from both game 

drives and boat cruises. During the game drives we’re likely to find lion, leopard, hyena, buffalo and elephant. Cruising through the wetlands in a dugout canoe 

we’ll often see hippo, crocodile and water birds large and small such as the African skimmer, slaty egret, wattled crane and more.

We shift positions within the delta today. We’ll fly into the private Chitabe 

concession (alongside the Moremi Game Reserve) on one of the most beautiful 

islands in the Okavango Delta, surrounded by ancient ebony, leadwood and 

sausage trees. A superb mix of habitats here includes waterways, marshlands, 

dry acacia and mopane woodlands, riverine areas, open grasslands and 

seasonal floodplains. Such a diverse eco-system supports a rich variety of 

wildlife including elephant, buffalo, lion, leopard and cheetah. Chitabe is 

particularly famous for its enormous herds of buffalo that move through the 

concession and more excitingly for sightings of the highly endangered African 

wild dogs. Fingers crossed! We’ll also do an unforgettable doors-off helicopter 

flight here over the delta for some amazing photography and a greater 

appreciation for the landscape. We might even fit in a night game drive too, to 

look for some nocturnal animals such as the smaller cats or even an aardvark!

Our accommodation for these two days is Chitabe Lediba featuring luxurious 

safari tents, a lovely dining area, lounge and pool that all have glorious views 

over the surrounding floodplains.

Day 7, 8 & 9: Okavango Delta, Botswana

Day 10 & 11: Chitabe Private Concession

This area is known for it’s abundance of wildlife roaming freely between the woodland, ancient floodplains and forests that make up this lush, unfenced 

reserve. The big game in this area includes impala, wildebeest, giraffe and buffalo as well as the world’s highest density of elephants! Several packs of 

wild dog frequent the area and lion and leopard are routinely sighted too! Here we’ll enjoy our two final nights at the gorgeous Savuti Camp, set deep in 

the wilderness on the productive Savute Channel. We’ll be doing morning and afternoon game drives to photograph the amazing variety of wildlife, the 

highlights usually being elephants and the kaleidoscope of local birdlife. Heading back to camp after dark, we’ll spotlight our way home, spotting some 

new species and if you are extremely lucky - the elusive pangolin! 
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Day 12 & 13: Linyanti game Reserve

Day 14: Maun Airport
That’s all folks! After a leisurely final breakfast here at the beautiful Savute Channel, we’ll head back to the airport for our flight to Maun airport, from where 

you’ll be able to catch your flights back home to the real world. It’s been an unforgettable 14 days!

https://wilderness-safaris.com/our-camps/camps/kwetsani-camp
http://wetu.com/iBrochure/en/Launch/11298_10009/Chitabe_Lediba/Landing
http://wetu.com/iBrochure/en/Launch/11298_9964/Savuti_Camp/Landing


ABOUT NAMIBIA 
& BOTSWANA

Namibia is located along the south west coast of Africa facing the south Atlantic 

Ocean. It borders Angola, Botswana and South Africa and was formerly a German 

colony. During World War I, South Africa occupied Namibia and later annexed 

it as a territory. Namibia gained its independence in 1990. It is a member of the 

Commonwealth and the Southern African Development Community.

Namibia’s territory includes the Namib and Kalahari deserts and it is hot and prone 

to droughts. It is the first country in the world to incorporate the protection of the 

environment into its constitution. Namibia has a small population of approximately    

2 million (2013), most of whom live in rural areas and rely on subsistence agriculture. 

Namibia has large reserves of various minerals, notably diamonds and uranium, and 

mining is a major contributor to the Namibian economy.

About Namibia
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Partially covered by the Namib Desert, one of the world’s driest 

deserts, Namibia’s climate is generally very dry and pleasant – 

it’s fine to visit all year round. Namibia only receives a fraction 

of the rain experienced by countries further east. Between 

about December to March some days will be humid and rain 

may follow, often in localised, afternoon thunderstorms. These 

are more common in the centre and east of the country, and 

more unusual in the desert. May is often a lovely month in 

Namibia. Increasingly dry, with a real freshness in the air and 

much greenery in the landscape. At this time the air is clear 

and largely free from dust.

Climate in Namibia

Language 
The official language of Botswana and Namibia is English. In 

Botswana there are many local languages the most common 

one being Setswana. Namibia also has many local languages 

where the most common local languages are Afrikaans, 

Bantu, Khoisan, and German. All our guides and staff at the 

lodges will speak English. 

About Botswana

Botswana is a landlocked nation in the middle of Southern Africa, dominated 

geographically by the Kalahari Desert.  With a population of just over 2 million (2012) 

and a land mass of 581,739 square kilometres, Botswana is one of the most sparsely 

populated countries in the world.  Before its independence in 1966, Botswana was a 

British protectorate known as Bechuanaland.  The official language is English, while 

the widely spoken Setswana is known as the national language. 

Botswana is a member of the Commonwealth.  Botswana also plays an active role 

in the Southern African Development Community which has its headquarters in 

Botswana’s capital, Gaborone.  Botswana’s economy has grown strongly since 

independence and the country now has one of the highest standards of living and 

gross national incomes in Africa.

Climate in Botswana
Botswana’s climatic pattern is typical of southern Africa, 

although its rainfall is less than countries further east. The rains 

in Botswana come mostly between December and March. As 

with Namibia, May in Botswana is generally lovely, with the sky 

clear and the landscape green. Night temperatures start to 

drop during these months. 
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Namibia and Botswana are considered as some of the safest countries in 

Africa, and the simple fact : it really is.  If you have any safety concerns at all, 

feel free to email us at  Tours@ChrisBrayPhotography.com.

Safety in Namibia and Botswana
Just to be safe, it’s best not to drink the tap water in Namibia or Botswana. 

Only drink bottled water, which will be provided in all the lodges. A re-

usable water bottle will be provided on day 1 for you to fill up with filtered 

drinking water from the lodge before game drives.

Do NOT drink the tap water

Botswana banks only accept US Dollars, GBP Sterling, Euro and South African 

Rand in cash. However, US Dollar currency prior to 2007 will not be accepted, 

nor damaged or marked notes. Any cash payments made to camps for 

curios, or gratuities to guides or staff, need to be in one of these currencies. 

MasterCard and Visa (both with raised credit card numbers so that an imprint 

may be taken) are usually accepted throughout Botswana, including at all 

the lodges we stay at. Diners Club is not accepted by the banks in Botswana 

and, therefore, not at our camps either. Please note that debit cards are not 

accepted as a form of payment at our camps/lodges.

The Namibian Dollar and South African Rand are the only legal tender 

in Namibia and can be used freely to purchase goods and services. The 

Namibian Dollar, however, is not legal tender in South Africa. Our lodges  in 

Namibia also accept US Dollars, GBP Sterling and Euro as payment for curios, 

drinks, gratuities, etc. International MasterCard and Visa credit cards are 

generally accepted throughout Namibia. Holders of other cards are advised 

to clarify with a commercial bank whether their card is acceptable in Namibia, 

American Express and Diners Club specifically are no longer accepted in 

Namibia. It is advised that you don’t bring Travellers Cheques - these can only 

be exchanged at main commercial banks in the major centres of the country 

and are not accepted by the lodges we stay at. So our recommendation is to 

rather make use of cash or credit cards. 

Money

IMPORTANT: You should advise your bank before you leave that 

you will be travelling overseas to Namibia and Botswana so that 

their fraud protection team don’t freak out and freeze your credit 

card when they see it being used to withdraw funds overseas 

(making it impossible for you to get any money out at all)! You 

should also keep your credit cards/wallets and passports in a safe 

spot, be that in your camera bag, in your luggage, or with your 

laptop. Don’t just leave them laying around in your tent/room.

Let your bank know

mailto:Tours%40ChrisBrayPhotography.com?subject=


Tipping
It is customary (and expected) to give tips to staff when travelling 

in Namibia and Botswana, and many of the locals providing you with 

services depend on such tips to form part of their wage. However, to 

save you the hassle of having to worry about tips during the trip, we 

have included your tips in the price of the Tour and we will pass these 

onto the staff in each lodge on your behalf.  Of course, if you love the 

service at a particular lodge, or someone has gone above and beyond 

for you, you are most welcome to make an extra tip in addition to those 

we are making on your behalf - but we’ll leave this up to you. When it 

comes to making an additional tip you’ll notice that each place we stay 

will generally have a tip-box at reception. We recommend that you put 

your tips in there at the end of your stay rather than giving them to 

individual people at the time, as that way the money will be divided up 

evenly between all the staff and not just to the people at the end of the 

chain that you encounter, like the wait staff or porters.
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All of the lodges and camps provide electricity. Most of the lodges are 

using solar, some with generator back up. There are electrical plug power 

points in the rooms. It is therefore possible to charge batteries as well as 

use sleep apnoea machines during your stay. 

Namibia - Current is 220/240 volts at 50 cycles per second. A “Type M “ 

three-point round-pin adapter plug should be brought for your electrical 

appliances.

Botswana - Electrical sockets (outlets) in Botswana are also the “Type M “ 

South African SABS1661 (“Large” 15 amp BS-546) sockets. This is actually 

an old British standard. The “Type M “ South African plug and socket is not 

to be confused with the “Type D “ Indian plug and socket. In pictures, they 

look very similar, but the South African type is much larger than the Indian 

type, and they are physically incompatible. If your appliance’s plug doesn’t 

match the shape of these sockets, you will need a travel plug adapter in 

order to plug in.

Electrical sockets (outlets) in Botswana usually supply electricity at 

between 220 and 240 volts AC. If you’re plugging in an appliance that was 

built for 220-240 volt electrical input, or an appliance that is compatible 

with multiple voltages, then an adapter is all you need. 

Smoking Policy

Electricity and Power

While we don’t ban smoking on our safaris, we generally encourage guests 

not to smoke on safari if possible. 

Our Smoking Policy refers to both regular cigarettes and e-cigarettes. 

Smoking in the camps/lodges is permitted in selected areas only. While 

not visibly marked, these areas will be identified by our by camp/lodge 

staff. Please note that we have a strict No Smoking Policy in our main area, 

vehicles and guest tented rooms (including private rooftop areas), except 

on the verandas. On activities a stop will be made for refreshments, at 

which time smokers may enjoy a cigarette. Fires are often the result of 

discarded cigarette butts as the dry African bush ignites very easily and the 

resulting flash fires are hazardous to both animal and plant life. While that 

risk is not the same for e-cigarettes, the use of e-cigarettes on our vehicles 

is similarly not allowed as this may negatively impact the experience of a 

fellow traveller.

Some of our past Tour guests have actually decided to use our Tour as an 

opportunity to cut back on their smoking habit or quit altogether and have 

seen lasting results upon returning home. Why not give it a shot!? We’ll be 

cheering you on from the sidelines.



Mobile phone reception is basically non-existant at all these lodges, so it 

might not be a bad idea to set up your voicemail messaging before you 

go, just so if any one does try to contact you, they know that you’re busy 

having fun in Namibia / Botswana and won’t be getting back to them in 

a hurry! Before departure, we will provide you with emergency contact 

numbers for your family in case they need to get in contact with you via 

the lodge.

We do bring an Iridium satellite phone with us which you are welcome 

to use (at your expense), however the lodges have their own policy for 

phone use: “Should a guest bring a satellite phone with them on safari 

or find that a mobile phone signal can be received, we would request 

that the guidelines we have laid out below are respected as most people 

come on safari to “get away from it all”.  Ring tones must be kept at a 

very low volume or preferably on silent/vibrate to avoid disturbing other 

guests or wildlife. Phones must only be used in the privacy of the room 

and not in any of the common areas such as the lounge/dining/bar areas 

or on any of the game drive vehicles whilst on activity.”

The lodges we stay at in Namibia have limited internet wifi available, but 

none of the lodges in Botswana have wifi available. This was a concious 

decision of their management to give their guests an escape from it all 

during their stay.

Mobile phone reception & internet
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But travel plug adapters do not change the voltage, so the electricity 

coming through the adapter will still be the same 220-240 volts the 

socket is supplying. If you need to use appliances that are not compatible 

with 220-240 volt electrical input, you will need a voltage converter.

You must bring your own adaptor plug (easily found at airport stores, 

travel stores etc).

To make charging multiple devices quicker we suggest you bring a 

power board (ideally with an in-built surge protector) so you can charge 

all of your electronics at the same time. Surge protectors are a very 

good idea. It’s not unusual to experience a black-out or two, and using a 

surge protector when charging things like a laptop will help prevent any 

spike of electricity possibly damaging your electronics.

It’s believed by the lodges that one key element to being out in the 

magnificence of the wilderness is the remoteness and inability to be 

disturbed by the inconveniences of modern communication. 

Little kulala - Complimentary Wi-Fi access

Okahirongo Camp - Intermittent complimentary Wi-Fi

Ongava Lodge - Complimentary Wi-Fi access

Xigera Camp - No internet or Wi-Fi

Chitabe Lediba - No internet or Wi-Fi

Savuti Camp - No internet or Wi-Fi

Note that due to our remote operating environment, speed may be slow 

and/or intermittent due to limited available bandwidth. In addition, weather 

patterns may affect satellite connectivity and performance.



GETTING 
ORGANISED
Before you go
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Join the facebook group!
This group is for those who’ve been on (or are about to go on) 

a Chris Bray Photography Tour. This is a space to e-meet fellow 

travellers, ask questions of veteran travellers and generally get 

excited (or reminisce) about the trip of a lifetime! You must be 

booked in to join (or to contribute), but feel free to check it out 

and read what people have said.

Chris Bray Photography voyager club

We have our own award winning travel agent who is more than happy 

to help you find and book the best flights, travel insurance and any 

post tour extensions you may wish to look into. Just email us (tours@

ChrisBrayPhotography.com) if you’d like us to put you in touch with them. 

Our flight on day 1 from Windhoek to Little Kulala is currently scheduled 

for a 3:10 PM departure. If you plan to fly into Windhoek early that morning 

you will be met with a representative from CBP after clearing customs and 

immigration and they’ll guide you to our light aircraft transfer. 

If you plan to arrive the night before the tour starts (we strongly suggest 

thus, just to give you a bit of a buffer incase bags go missing, flights are 

delayed etc. etc.) We strongly encourage you to book your pre-tour 

accommodation through us. We can match you up with a lodge for your 

budget, arrange your airport transfers and have an on-the-ground team to 

help you should you need any further assistance.

Similarly, if you plan to extend your stay in Botswana, (although it’s not 

common to overnight in Maun as most guests will head back to JNB for 

their overnight), we can help you with accomodation, transfers and on-the-

ground assistance. 

Our flight is currently scheduled for a 12:25 PM arrival at Maun Airport on 

that last day of the tour. 

Flights

Chris Bray Photography will not be liable for any damage to your camera gear or equipment, nor your personal health or wellbeing. You MUST obtain 

your own travel insurance and we recommend that you organise this insurance as soon as you have paid the initial deposit on the Tour. Ensure your 

selected insurance will cover you against any damage to your property (i.e. camera gear) or any financial loss due to an unexpected cancellation (see 

our payment Terms & Conditions). Our travel agent is very willing and able to help secure you the best travel insurance deal. Just email us if you’d like to 

be put in touch with them. Once you’ve organised your insurance, please email a copy of your policy through to Tours@ChrisBrayPhotography.com.

Travel insurance

This is important – in the lead up to the Tour we 

will send you a medical information form to fill 

in. We don’t mind what medication you take, but 

it’s important we have this information available 

to present to hospital staff should you be taken 

ill or have an accident – such information could 

then save your life. If you carry any life-critical 

medication such as an Epipen for Anaphylaxis, it is 

important that you tell us where we can find it, in 

case you need it in an emergency. 

Medical information
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https://www.facebook.com/groups/284882211541277/
mailto:tours%40ChrisBrayPhotography.com?subject=
mailto:tours%40ChrisBrayPhotography.com?subject=
mailto:Tours%40ChrisBrayPhotography.com?subject=


IMMUNISATION
INFORMATION
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Check passport is up to date with at least 6 

months beyond intended departure date. 

Sign booking ‘terms & conditions’

Sort travel insurance

Fill in medical form

Check all vaccines are up to date

Book flights to Windhoek, Namibia

Book flights from Maun, Botswana

Arrange any pre or post tour accommodation 

and airport transfers with us.

Send all of the above to us - tours@ChrisBray-
Photography.com

Join Facebook group

My Checklist Notes:
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There are several nasties that you will want to be immunised against before visiting Namibia and Botswana. Obviously we are not doctors so it’s best to 

consult your doctor to work out what immunisations are best for you. After doing some research and discussing with our doctor, below is our summary:

All travellers: 
Routine vaccines - Make sure you are up-to-date on routine vaccines before every trip. These vaccines include measles-mumps-rubella (MMR) vaccine, 

diphtheria-tetanus-pertussis vaccine, varicella (chickenpox) vaccine, polio vaccine, and your yearly flu shot.

Most travellers: 
Hepatitis A - recommended this vaccine because you can get hepatitis A through contaminated food or water in Namibia / Botswana, regardless of where 

you are eating or staying.

Typhoid - You can get typhoid through contaminated food or water in Namibia / Botswana. We recommends this vaccine for most travellers, especially if 

you are staying with friends or relatives, visiting smaller cities or rural areas, or if you are an adventurous eater.

Some travellers: 
Yellow fever injection - There is no risk of yellow fever in Namibia / Botswana. The government of Namibia / Botswana requires proof of yellow fever 

vaccination only if you are arriving from a country with risk of yellow fever. Check this list to see if you may be required to get the yellow fever vaccine: 

Countries with risk of yellow fever virus (YFV) transmission. Your doctor can help you decide if this vaccine is right for you based on your travel plans.

Malaria Tablets - we will be vigilant with using insect repellents etc to prevent getting bitten in the first place by the mozzies. Be sure to stock-up on 

strong insect repellent. In addition to using repellents, we also strongly recommend taking anti-malarial tablets. There are several brands and types of 

anti-malarial tablets around, mainly Doxycycline, Malarone or Lariam. All need a prescription from your doctor to buy, so talk to him/her about which 

may be best for you, however it seems that Doxycycline might be the pick – it’s cheaper, generally has less side-effects etc. It can make your skin more 

susceptible to the sun, and some people’s skin can get a bit dry or irritated but it’s uncommon. It’s just one tablet each day (we’ll make a habit of all eating 

them at dinner to help remind each other!) and you need to start taking them a day or two before arriving in, and about a week+ after you return home.

Immunisations

The exact itinerary may be shuffled around and tweaked due to weather, but you can rest assured that we’ll be working flat-out to get you to all the 

best places, at the best times, for the best photos possible. There will be no refunds due to poor weather or similar changes forced upon us by factors 

outside our control, as per our Booking Terms and Conditions.

Itinerary information

mailto:tours%40ChrisBrayPhotography.com?subject=
mailto:tours%40ChrisBrayPhotography.com?subject=
http://wwwnc.cdc.gov/travel/yellowbook/2016/infectious-diseases-related-to-travel/yellow-fever#4728


Accommodation arrangements vary for each location, however it is all twin-share. So, if you’re booking on your own, then expect to share a ‘tent house’ 

(room) with someone else. If you’re booking as a couple then we can organise a double-bed room rather than two singles. For solo travellers we can’t 

guarantee that we’ll always be able to have you sharing with someone of the same sex - it depends on the gender split, but we do our best. You can 

request a single supplement (a room to yourself) but this will cost extra, and is subject to availability at each location. Keep in mind, though, that you’re 

only usually in your rooms to sleep as we fill your waking hours with plenty to do. We’ve also found that the couple of times we have had clients get rooms 

for themselves, they end up regretting it and feeling lonely when they see the amazing friendships that form between other roomies. 

Room descriptions: 

Little kulala - Each kulala is especially adapted to the unique desert conditions, built on a platform to ensure maximum airflow. Luxury canvas and glass 

rooms - thatched roof and latte screens provide a cool respite from the sun; plunge pool and sandy walkways on the ground. Each room comprises en-

suite facilities and an outdoor shower, separate toilet, hairdryer, tea and coffee making facilities, mini-bar, mosquito net, writing desk and chair, indoor 

lounge area, luggage rack, electronic safe and an air-conditioner ensures a comfortable temperature. A private rooftop area gives guests the opportunity 

of spending a night under the magnificent night sky for which bedrolls are available (weather permitting). Electricity and water - Uses a combination of 

solar and generator power. There are 220V electrical plug power points in the rooms. It is therefore possible to charge batteries as well as use sleep 

apnoea machines and appliances such as hairdryers or electric shavers during your stay. 

Okahirongo River Camp - There are 5 luxury double tents and a family villa, each with its own bathroom including indoor and outdoor showers and 

a huge deck overlooking the river. The family villa has 2 double rooms, both with indoor and outdoor showers and a combined viewing deck. The main 

complex has been constructed right at the top of the rapids. It has 2 lounges, a library, curio shop and a dining room with fabulous views of the river. 

Centrally located here is the swimming pool, and the spacious, beautiful sun deck is a great spot to relax and unwind. Meals here are inspired by a fusion 

of Africa & Italy and are always accompanied by fine South African wines.

Ongava Lodge - Rock chalets under thatch, with paved walkways on the ground. Each chalet comprises of en-suite facilities with separate toilet, shower, 

double vanity basin and outside shower with a view, ceiling fan, electronic safe, tea & coffee making facilities and hairdryer and Air-conditioned. Private 

wooden viewing deck overlooking the reserve. Electricity and water - Power is supplied from the National grid. Fans and lights in tents powered by 220V.

There are 220V electrical plug power points in the rooms. It is therefore possible to charge batteries as well as use appliances such as sleep apnoea 

machines, hairdryers or electric shavers during your stay. Solar-heated water for showers.

Xigera Camp - Canvas tented rooms with a sliding entrance door, on elevated wooden deck offering a great view and with elevated wooden walkways. 

Each room comprises of en-suite facilities with a separate toilet and outdoor shower, writing desk and chair, easy chair, mosquito net, tea and coffee 

making facilities and an electronic safe. No air-conditioning, however, a pedestal fan is provided in all the rooms. Electricity and water - 100% solar 

powered. 220V plug points are available in each room for charging of batteries and for the use of sleep apnoea machines only. Thermodynamic geyser 

heated water.

Chitabe Lediba - Canvas tented-style rooms on elevated wooden decks and elevated wooden walkways. Each tent is wheelchair friendly and comprises 

of en-suite facilities with separate toilet, outdoor shower, mosquito net, electronic safe, tea and coffee making facilities, adaptor charging facilities, a yoga 

mat and weights (02 x 2.5kg weights) and a veranda overlooking the floodplains. No air-conditioning, however, ceiling and pedestal fans are provided in all 

the rooms. Electricity and water - 100% solar powered. Our hot water is heated by means of Thermodynamic Solar Energie units. Plug points are available 

in each room for charging of batteries and for the use of sleep apnoea machines only. Provided in the rooms are hairdryers which are available to be used 

in the plug points available.

Savuti Camp - Tented rooms under thatch on elevated wooden deck with a view over the Savute Channel and elevated wooden walkways. Each room 

comprises of en-suite facilities with separate toilet, double vanity basin, indoor shower, mosquito net, tea and coffee making facilities and an electronic 

safe. No air-conditioning, however, a ceiling fan is provided in all the rooms. Electricity and water - Camp has 220V generator-powered electricity run in 

kitchen and main areas when guests are not in camp. When guests return from activities, generators are generally switched off (for peace in camp). 220V 

inverter power used for lighting and fans in each tent 24 hours/day. 220V plug points and multi-national adaptors are available in each room for charging 

of batteries and for the use of sleep apnoea machines only. Solar-heated water.

All rooms are provided with: 

Bath robes, slippers, liquid soap, body wash, shampoo and conditioner, body lotion, room spray, insect repellents, washing powder (for smalls), vanity kit 

with; sewing kit, shower cap, cotton-tip swabs, cotton balls, tissues dispensers, umbrella and laundry bag are supplied in each tent.

Accommodation arrangements
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There won’t be any strenuous hiking, but a reasonable level of mobility will be 

required to climb into the hot air balloon, get in and out of our vehicles etc. 

There is the occasional short walk but these are by no means compulsory. If 

you have any concerns at all, just email us! Remember, you don’t need to be 

able to out-run a lion - you merely have to be able to out run someone else 

in our group.

Fitness level and physical ability

Transfer flights
LUGGAGE RESTRICTIONS – Luggage, including both check-in and 

carry-on (handbag, backpack, camera equipment , sleep apnoea 

machine, etc.), is restricted to 20 kg (44 lb) per person, total. 

Only soft bags will be accepted - no frames or rigid structures can be 

transported as they physically cannot fit into the aircraft. Wheels on a 

bag are only permissible if they are not part of a solid frame or rigid 

structure. A collapsible wheeled luggage frame / trolley (separate to 

the bag) is allowed, as long as the basic dimensions are similar to that 

of the bag. The maximum dimensions are as follows: 25 cm (10 inches) 

wide x 30 cm (12 inches) high and 62 cm (24 inches) long. Please note 

that the baggage compartments on light aircraft are only 25 cm high 

(10 inches), so pilots must be able to manipulate the bag into the 

compartment. If luggage does not meet these requirements, guests 

will be asked to re-pack and incur additional costs to store luggage or 

make use of our excess luggage service. 

EXCESS LUGGAGE - Should guests need to bring luggage in excess 

of the stipulated allowance, they have the option of purchasing 

additional weight allowance on the applicable air transfer. This allows 

for a maximum of 70 kg (154 lb) excess weight, on the proviso that the 

bag/s conform/s to our standard dimensions as above: soft bags (no 

frames or rigid structures), wheels only if they are not part of a solid 

frame or rigid structure and 25 cm (10 inches) wide x 30 cm (12 inches) 

high and 62 cm (24 inches) long for each bag/s. At the discretion of the 

pilot, the bag/s may be placed on the light aircraft seat – as long as they 

can be physically secured with one seatbelt and do not impact on the 

comfort of other guests on the air transfer. The additional cost of this 

varies depending on the flight circuit and routing so please contact us 

if you would like more information. Alternatively, excess luggage may 

be stored where there are available facilities, occasionally at additional 

cost. Please contact us for further details. We do not anticipate any 

problems with stored luggage being damaged or stolen, however, 

guests must ensure that they are in possession of full travel insurance 

including luggage cover. 

All meals are provided as well as all alcoholic and non-alcoholic drinks 

and cocktails (with the exception of high end premium wines and 

champagnes on the reserve list).

Food and Drink
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Visas for Namibia and Botswana 
Botswana -  Visa Exempt for Australian passport holders for a stay up to 90 

days. The traveller must: 

• Hold a passport valid at least six months beyond the period of intended 

stay, with two blank visa pages

• Hold proof of sufficient funds

• Hold proof of confirmed onward/return airline tickets

• Hold documents showing proof of purpose of trip

• Hold all documents required for the next destination

• Hold a visa for the next country, where applicable

• Confirm with their airline that boarding will be permitted without a visa as 

these conditions are subject to change. We advise that you check. 

Namibia -  Visa Exempt for Australian citizens, The traveller must: 

• Visa exempt for a stay of up to 90 days. The traveller must:

• Hold a passport valid at least six months on entry with two blank visa 

pages

• Hold proof of sufficient funds in the form of a bank statement or cash 

• Hold proof of confirmed onward/return airline tickets

• Hold documents showing proof of purpose of trip

• Hold all documents required for the next destination

• Hold a visa for the next destination, if applicable

• Confirm with their airline that boarding will be permitted without a visa as 

these conditions are subject to change.

If you are arriving from a country where yellow fever is endemic, you will be 

required to present a valid Yellow Fever Certificate to be allowed entry into 

Namibia / Botswana. 

Australians travelling to or from Namibia through South Africa (including 

transiting) should seek travel advice for South Africa. 

We only offer the information as a guide line. Guests will need to check directly 

with the closest embassy or consulate to make sure that the information they 

receive is the most up to date.
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WHAT TO PACK



As mentioned above in the ‘flights’ section, you will only be able to bring soft bags - no frames or rigid structures can be transported as they physically 

cannot fit into the aircraft. Wheels on a bag are only permissible if they are not part of a solid frame or rigid structure. A collapsible wheeled luggage frame 

/ trolley (separate to the bag) is allowed, as long as the basic dimensions are similar to that of the bag. The maximum dimensions are as follows: 25 cm 

(10 inches) wide x 30 cm (12 inches) high and 62 cm (24 inches) long. Please note that the baggage compartments on light aircraft are only 25 cm high 

(10 inches), so pilots must be able to manipulate the bag into the compartment. If luggage does not meet these requirements, guests will be asked to 

re-pack and incur additional costs to store luggage or make use of our excess luggage service. Please ensure your bag is clearly labelled with you name, 

just to ensure it turns up at the right tent/room when we unpack. Total luggage weight (combining carry-on and check in) is restricted to 20 kg 

(44 lb) per person. The strict weight restrictions are due to aircraft designed with a maximum bodyweight and luggage weight allowance. Most of our 

airfields are at a fairly high elevation and located in the warm to hot tropics, therefore the permissible aircraft carrying capacity is reduced. The aircraft 

have physical space restrictions. Please refer to the images below for an indication on the cargo hold compartment limitations.

What kind of bags do I bring?

Checked in baggage warningWashing
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If you are flying via Johannesburg, it has been recommended that you 

get your checked-in baggage cling-wrapped (a service available at most 

airports) to discourage baggage handlers from tampering with your 

bags. The general rule should be that as much as possible, bring all 

your important stuff with you as carry-on luggage. This includes camera 

chargers etc – anything that would ruin your Tour completely if it was 

delayed etc. Unlikely of course, but it provides peace of mind to carry 

your genuine ‘essentials’ with you.

Don’t worry; you wont have to bring 14 shirts, and 14 pairs of undies!!! 

Laundry is provided on a daily basis (weather permitting) at most of 

our lodges free of charge, keep in  mind that location and access to a 

plentiful water supply may on occasion mean a laundry service is not 

possible. Note that the camps/lodges cannot be held responsible for 

any damage or loss to these articles. At certain camps/lodges, the staff 

will not wash underwear, due to prevailing local traditions in the country. 

In these instances, washing detergent is supplied for guests to wash 

their own underwear. At some camps/lodges a mesh laundry bag is 

supplied for ‘smalls’ so that guests may place their underwear in this bag 

which will be machine washed and returned in the mesh bag. Specifics 

according to the itinerary booked are available on request.

Incorrect Bag Sizes & Types 

Correct Bag Sizes & Types



Clothes
You will need some comfortable, lightweight ‘Safari clothes’ to 

allow for ease of mobility (to get down low for interesting shots, 

to climb in and out of vehicles, in and out of boats, planes etc). 

Pockets are useful for holding things like lens caps and lens 

cloths. Long-sleeves (and full-length pants) will help keep the sun 

and mozzies off and are a great idea. You’ll find that your main 

clothes will be a few pairs of lightweight, loose pairs of full-length 

safari pants, and similarly loose, breathable, long-sleeved or short 

sleeved tops. You can actually buy clothes these days from some 

travel stores that have inbuilt with mozzie repellents (that you 

can’t smell) which is fantastic – we use a lot of these. Don’t forget 

to bring a warm fleece (or 2), swimmers and a raincoat too. You 

might also want to bring something ‘smart casual’ to wear for 

dinner on some nights when you’re sick of living in your outdoor 

gear and have enough time to change. Just remember, though, 

we’re here to see things, not be seen so less is more when it 

comes to packing! Bright colours and white are not advised whilst 

on safari. Camouflage clothing is not recommended for travel in 

African countries (you might look like you are trying to be part of 

the military!) 

Shoes
It’s great to pack a sturdy pair of walking shoes, or running/tennis 

shoes are also fine but not big hiking boots as you spend most of 

the time in the vehicle anyway and they are just awkward and hot. 

Past Tour veterans also swear by a good sturdy pair of sandals 

such as those made by Teva and Keen, that you’ll be able to 

purchase from any good outdoor store.

  

Sunscreen

Hat, Sunglasses and a Beanie
Make sure it’s a wide-brimmed hat – and ideally without too stiff a 

brim (and certainly not a peaked baseball cap) as these stiff brims 

get in the way when you try and hold your camera up to your 

face. Your sunglasses should be UV protected and preferably 

polarised. It can be cold in the mornings so bringing a beanie too!

Insect repellent 
Important! We like to use the spray on Deet (Eg ‘Bushmans’) 

but there are natural alternatives out there, just consult your 

pharmacist. As opposed to rub-in gels, spray on repellent is 

easier to use and means you won’t get it all over your hands 

during application. Note: Deet insect repellent eats through 

plastic, so make sure that after you apply you REMEMBER TO 

WASH YOUR HANDS. We have seen Deet melt the plastic toggles 

on hats and water bottles - and even eat away at camera grips 

(but it’s great for your skin?! Haha. Hmmm). We recommend you 

apply it sensibly, perhaps don’t go overboard or your skin may get 

irritated – it’s not a moisturiser!

Personal medication & first aid kit
You may like to include Antihistamine tablets if you suffer from 

any allergies, Anti-nausea tablets if you suffer from motion 

sickness, aspirins, plasters, imodium, antiseptic cream and 

antihistamine cream etc. 

Lip moisturiser with sunscreen
Personal toiletries 
Basic amenities are supplied by most establishments. 

PACKING 
CHECKLIST
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Torch (or Head torch)
We sometimes don’t return to our camps until after dark, so a head torch is a good idea to have because there are sometimes a hundred 

metres or so of dimly-lit paths between our accommodation and the restaurants within the camps. We use and recommend ‘Led Lenser’ 

brand, ideally their USB rechargeable head torch the ‘SEO 5R’ or ‘SEO 7R’ available from GearSupply.com.au (10% off if you use our discount 

code of ‘GSCHRISB10’).

Power adaptor 
Plug/socket, and power board with inbuilt surge protector.

Portable alarm clock/phone 
(So you don’t sleep through the morning departures)!

Snap-lock bags 
(For waterproofing and dust-proofing things).

Hand sanitiser & pocket-packets of tissues for unplanned loo stops

Tripod (only if you have one)
This is not a necessity – 95% of your photos will be from the vehicle. But if you are interested in doing any star photos or painting with light 

you will need a tripod!

Spare camera batteries & plenty of memory cards
Even though you will be able to recharge your battery each night, it’s not a bad idea to carry a spare, just in case there is a blackout and you 

can’t recharge, or, more likely, if you take so many photos some days that you’ll run out of your first battery half way through the game drive! 

Your camera’s user manual 
(Just in case we really can’t work something out on your camera!)

Camera sensor cleaning equipment 
such as an air-blower (optional – at your own risk – I can help and will have one of my own)

Camera backpack /daypack
Something big enough to carry all your camera gear. We strongly recommend the brand ‘Lowepro’ as they make fantastic, durable, well-

designed bags to suit every purpose and kit.

Laptop 
(Ideally with Adobe Photoshop Lightroom Classic installed), or at least some way of viewing your photos like an iPad etc.

2 backup hard drives 
(Or some way to ensure you always have 2 copies of your photos),

CAMERA AND LENSES 
(Ideally with UV/lens protectors on the front of each lens), flash (optional), filters (polarising filters might be great to have). Throw in a little 

happy snap compact camera too, if you have one! You might want to consider bringing a waterproof/dustproof bag or cover for your camera 

as well. Make sure to invest in some ‘fast’ memory cards of 90MB/s or more so you don’t have any delay or ‘buffering’ when your camera is 

writing to you memory cards.  

It’s a great idea to label your gear as much as you can, you would be surprised how many people turn up with identical items (lens caps?!) and 

it can prove difficult to distinguish between one person’s gear from another.

http://GearSupply.com.au
https://www.adobe.com/au/products/photoshop-lightroom-classic.html


Lodge guidelines - Drones 
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ADDITIONAL INFO

We believe that drones and the photographic opportunities that they 

allow can be beneficial. We also believe however, that the ethics around 

utilisation of these devices are paramount, and that unethical use can 

and has led to unacceptable levels of disturbance of wildlife and other 

elements in our areas.

Operated irresponsibly and unethically drones can:

1. Disturb wildlife and conflict with our ethics in this regard,

2. Impact on the experience of other guests,

3. Produce images and video that are widely published and set a 

bad precedent and example for amateur and aspirant wildlife 

photographers.

In addition, because of security concerns around rhino poaching, and 

safety concerns because of inadequate civil aviation laws, the use of 

unmanned aerial vehicles is illegal in some of the areas we operate.

Unauthorised use of drones is prohibited inside National Parks in 

Namibia and Botswana, and most of the private reserves. This extends 

to terrestrial UAVs, as well as to aerial UAVs, so-called drones and beetle 

cams which are terrestrial.

Exceptions to this are possible in some locations where wildlife and 

guests will not be disturbed and where landscape photography is the 

aim (for example in remote areas of the Kulala Wilderness Reserve), 

and of course where such activity is permitted by law. Camera traps, 

however, are permitted.

Please respect the following guidelines for the lodges that we’ll be staying at: 

The wild animals are not like those found in theme parks – they are not 

tame. Most of the safari camps/lodges are unfenced and dangerous 

animals can (and do!) wander through the camps/lodges. Many of the 

animals and reptiles guests will see are potentially dangerous. Attacks by 

wild animals are rare, however, there are no guarantees that such incidents 

will not occur. Wilderness Holdings and its subsidiary companies, their staff 

members, associates, agents and/ or their suppliers cannot be held liable 

for any injuries caused during an incident involving the behaviour of wild 

animals.

Please listen to the camp/lodge staff and guides. The safety precautions 

need to be taken seriously and strictly adhered to.

Generally speaking, for safety reasons in wildlife areas, do not walk about 

on your own without a guide – even to the tents. Once guests have retired 

to their tents at night, they should not leave them. On arrival in camp/at 

the lodge, management will clarify the situation relevant to that particular 

camp/lodge. Observe animals silently and with a minimum of disturbance 

to their natural activities. Loud talking on game drives can frighten the 

animals away.

Guests should never attempt to attract an animal’s attention. Do not imitate 

animal sounds, clap hands, pound the vehicle or throw objects.

Please respect the guide’s judgement about proximity to lion, cheetah 

and leopard. Do not insist that he take the vehicle closer so that a better 

photograph may be taken. A vehicle driven too close can hinder a hunt or 

cause animals to abandon a hard-earned meal.

Do not litter. Litter tossed on the ground can choke or poison animals and 

birds, is unsightly and environmentally-unfriendly.

Guests should never attempt to feed or approach any wild animal on foot. 

This is especially important near camps/lodges or in campsites where 

animals may have become accustomed to human visitors.

Lodge guidelines - Wildlife & Safety



No private alcohol
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Please do not bring your own alcohol on Tour.  Each lodge has a bar and a lovely social at 

atmosphere which to share a few cold ones in the evening.

When we are travelling through towns and villages we’ll see many colourful sights, people, and different ways of life. You may take photos as we drive 

along, and when we stop, however be warned that if you take blatant portrait shots of a local, they may well seize the opportunity (likely after you have 

taken the pic) to demand payment, which can be very awkward. Also sometimes fancily dressed locals might invite you to take a photo of them, but 

demand payment after. So, either be subtle with your photography, or be prepared to pay a small amount. It is best where possible however, not to 

encourage this payment for photos, as if paid, it will only encourage them to charge more money next time, and for more general photographs, making it 

hard for future photographers. Perhaps barter to buy an item (which they will all likely be trying to sell you anyway), together with a tacked-on permission 

to take a photo. Then it is not clear payment just for photography. We will visit a traditional village where you can take as many photos as you like!

Important: Do NOT photograph any military or law enforcement establishments or personal. This can land you in big trouble.

Photographing the locals



10 REASONS to travel with us

Picking the right company to travel with can be difficult - there are so many factors to 
consider, including some listed below that you might not have thought about. While there are 
cheaper alternatives, you get what you pay for and the fact that more than 50% of our guests have 
already come away with us again on a second, third or even a ninth photo tour is a pretty powerful 
indication that we’re delivering what you want, the way you like it. We’ve had whole tours sell-out just 
with repeat-guests and many solo travellers return with their partners and families.  You don’t have 
to take our word for it though - we are happy to put you in touch with any number of guests who’ve 
been on the tour you’re considering who’d love to tell you about their experience.
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1) We take you away from the crowds. 2) The smallest groups around.
No one wants traffic-jams around wildlife, people in your 

landscape photos, or careless tourists ruining the moment. We 

specialise in seeking out the world’s hidden gems - the most 

extraordinary wildlife, landscape and cultural experiences - 

sometimes well off the beaten track - and bringing our small 

groups there in comfort without the crowds. Exclusive charter 

of boats, vehicles, aircraft and accomodation as well as special 

permits, after-hours access etc. guarantees you a unique, 

unhurried and unforgettable experience.

Most of our tours sell-out at just 8 guests and are 

assisted by at least two professional photographers, 

making ours the smallest groups in the industry with 

the best access to personal, patient, one-on-one help 

whenever you need it. Small groups allow for much 

more intimate wildlife encounters; more time in the 

prime position; access into smaller, more secluded 

locations; greater flexibility to seize opportunities and 

leaves a smaller environmental imprint.

3) Enjoy remote, luxury accom. & 
great food.
Large lodges and hotels are cheaper - and full of tour groups! 

We believe it’s worth going the extra mile to stay in smaller, 

more remote luxury lodges and private accomodation where 

you can relax - or even keep taking photos! There’s nothing like 

being nestled right inside an untouched wilderness while being 

spoilt with a glass of local wine and gourmet food prepared by 

a private chef at a time that suits us and our photography - not 

the restaurant closing time.

4) Our photo guides help you - not themselves.
This is a big one. Unlike other operators, our hosts are solely there to help 

YOU improve YOUR photography and ensure that YOU’RE in the right place at 

the right time to get the best possible photos. Guests who have travelled with 

other companies often mention that they felt they just subsidised their host’s 

personal photography trip! Our friendly hosts, however, are more than just great 

photographers. They’re young, enthusiastic, helpful, up-to-date and a pleasure to 

be around - dedicating one-on-one time with each guest, helping out with computer 

issues, editing - whatever - 24/7.



Amazing...
“Amazing! Our friendly photographer guides were so generous with their knowledge- and so 

patient with my lack of it! I’m already looking forward to my next tour” - L. Sim 

Best two weeks of my life...
“The best two weeks of my life, truly remarkable! Wonderfully organised, good group size, 

perfectly chosen locations and learning along the way.” - P. Buckley

www.chrisbrayphotography.com/tours/
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7) We organise unique access &   
opportunities.
CBP goes ‘all out’ to ensure our guests have the most memorable 

experience. Whether this is chartering private transport to take us 

where we want to go without always having to hurry, or arranging 

exclusive excursions such as night game drives and hot air balloon 

flights that most other companies overlook, we go out of our way to 

ensure you have the best possible experience at all the best possible 

locations.

5) Solo travellers welcome!
More than half of our guests travel on their own. We’ll partner you 

up with a good roomie so there’s no forced ‘single supplement’ fee 

to travel solo. If you really want, we can usually organise a room to 

yourself for a little extra, but you’ll miss out on the wonderful, long-term 

friendships that often form between roomies. We’ve also created the 

Voyager Club facebook page to help solo travellers network with each 

other, ask advice from guests who have been before and even meet up 

with fellow travellers beforehand and travel together!

6) Loved by non-photographers too!

9) We’re passionate about conservation. 

While aimed at beginner through to keen-enthusiast photographers, as 

one of our 2016 Alaska tour guests said, “It didn’t matter that I wasn’t a 

photographer - I used my iPhone. Just experiencing all these amazing 

locations at a relaxed pace, in comfort and without the crowds was 

wonderful! It was the best trip I have ever done!” We’ve had many non-

photographers (and partners of photographers) enjoy our tours. The 

photography tuition is a bonus - the incredible, small-group access to 

the world’s most wonderful places is the main thing!

Many of the incredible species we delight in sharing with you are 

endangered and many of the pristine environments under threat. 

We strongly believe in giving back - not only to the local people, 

but also directly to conservation projects. We are proud to donate 

many thousands of dollars to both community and wildlife projects 

around the world every year. In fact, Chris Bray is founder and CEO 

of Conservation United, a new global funding platform for critical 

conservation projects.

8) No ‘rest days’.

10) We do things properly.

We’re pretty sure you didn’t fly half way around the world and out to 

a remote lodge to waste time doing nothing on a pointless ‘spare day’ 

while your hosts enjoy a ‘day off’. Even if the weather’s bad, or an activity 

has to be canceled, we work hard to ensure there’s always a backup 

plan and that you’re never left wanting for things to do. While our 

activities are always optional, we’re as motivated as you are to make the 

most of every day, unlike many other companies out there!

Unlike many (surprisingly), we’re fully-accredited and insured, obtain 

all the proper permits and choose to employ industry’s best-practice 

guidelines including holding tour payments in a trust-fund until 

after the tour is complete, resulting in us being awarded the strictly 

controlled tick of approval from the Accredited Tourism Business 

Australia, Australian’s national symbol of tourism quality.



HOW TO BOOK
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You are required to pay a non-refundable deposit of $2,500 USD per person, per trip, for your booking to be confirmed. If your booking is made after 

the due date for additional payment instalments, then the deposit, and all overdue instalments are required to confirm your booking.

If CBP accepts your booking, and once your deposit has been received, CBP will issue a booking confirmation invoice. A contract will then exist

between CBP from the date of the booking confirmation invoice. Following the initial non -refundable deposit, the following payments will be due: 

First payment of 50% of tour price is due 12 months before the departure date and the final payment (the balance) is due 6 months before departure 

date. Once made, both of these payments become non-refundable and non-transferable to other CBP offerings.

If any of these payments are not paid on or before their due date, CBP reserves the right to treat your booking as cancelled. 

If we don’t reach minimum numbers, we reserve the right to cancel the trip and refund all payments you make to us.

CBP Voyager Club Gold members receive 10% off loyalty bonus, Silver 5%.

Details of our cancellation policy etc are in our Booking Terms and Conditions document.

Payment Details

Questions? Please don’t hesitate to ask!
If you have any questions that are not answered in this document, please just ask tours@ChrisBrayPhotography.com and we’ll let you know. We’ll also 

then add that piece of information into this document for others in the future!

Thanks very much - we look forward to sharing our photo tour with you!

The CBP Team

www.ChrisBrayPhotography.com

tours@ChrisBrayPhotography.com
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Information current as of Nov 2019 - Tour details subject to change - 
booking terms and conditions apply - for details visit ChrisBrayPhotography.com.

http://ChrisBrayPhotography.com

